
YouTube declined to comment on the new metrics, 
but a spokeswoman said that “there are many metrics 
that we use to measure success.” The company also 
did not share whether it has abandoned “watch 
time.”  But its leaders have said repeatedly that they 
are addressing its content problem. They have stressed 
that they want to do more than punish people who 
upload or spread nasty videos. Executives there 
recently began talking about rewarding content based 
on a rubric for responsibility. The company saw how 
the bad actions of a few individuals can negatively 
impact the entire creator ecosystem, and that’s why 
we put even more focus on responsible growth…

To read more about this from Bloomberg News visit 
Jonesagency.com

YouTube is changing the way it measures success on the world’s biggest video site 
following a series of scandals. There’s just one problem: The company is still deciding 
how this new approach works.

The Google division introduced two new internal metrics in the past two years for 
gauging how well videos are performing, according to people familiar with 
the company’s plans. One tracks the total time people spend on YouTube, 
including comments they post and read (not just the clips they watch). The other is a 
measurement called “quality watch time,” a squishier statistic with a noble goal: 
To spot content that achieves something more constructive than just keeping users 
glued to their phones.
 
The changes are supposed to reward videos that are more palatable to advertisers and 
the broader public, and help YouTube ward off criticism that its service is addictive and 
socially corrosive. Creating the right metric for success could help marginalize videos 
that are inappropriate, or popular among small but active communities with extreme 
views. It could also help YouTube make up for previous failures in curbing the spread 
of toxic content.

YouTube, like other parts of Alphabet Inc.’s Google, uses these corporate metrics as 
goal posts for most business and technical decisions — how it pays staff and creates 
critical software like its recommendation system. But the company has yet to settle on 
how the “quality watch time” metric works, or communicate how the new measure 
will impact millions of “creators” who upload videos to the site.

A few years ago, YouTube rebuilt its service and business model around “watch time,’’ 
a measure of how much time users spent viewing footage. A spokeswoman said the 
change was made to reduce deceptive “clickbait” clips. Critics inside and outside the 
company said the focus on “watch time” rewarded outlandish and offensive videos.
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Even YouTube is monitoring it’s BADvertising
and changing the way it rewards.

SUPER POWER 9

EXPERIENCE, the difference.

When was the last time you really thought about your Superpower? 
 
Have you thought, do I even have one? And if you do, do you find people are 
engaged, influenced or guided by this special gift?
 
At Jones, we think about it a lot. In fact, our collective Superpower is what makes 
our agency different. 

As a highly-functional team – we have taken an oath to one-another, our clients 
and our industry, to do the right thing, every time. Rooted in our brand promise, 

we pledge to uphold the art of marketing, to recognize the power that scientific 
data integration brings and to deliver knock-out results, over-and-over. Our universal 

commitment is to deliver the ULTIMATE WOW through all of our brand contacts.

When combined, these POWER STONES provide a lethal weapon strong enough 
to take down even our client’s toughest competition. Creating the right message, 
delivered at the right time, to the right audience for the right amount of money puts 
the KABOOM, DROP THE MIC into the success equation. 

Together, we provide the combined expertise needed to create solid business 
strategies for our clients, capable of taking down their competition, and to protect 
our clients from ever creating BADvertising, our arch-enemy, number one.

To put some real POWER into your next marketing campaign, give us a call.

    - Kyle
P.S.: If we find that you do, in-fact, produce BADvertising yourself, don’t worry, 
we’ll call you!  

We’re on a Mission to save the planet from this hideous plague.

Time Stone  

Reality Stone 

Space Stone 

Infinity Stone 

Reinvention 

Mind Stone 

Soul Stone 

Science Stone 

Power Stone 

Air Traffic Control

Financial Stewardship

Media-Maximized

Website Capabilities

Client Development

Creative Supremacy

Passionate Storytelling

Data Understanding

Complete Accountability

Our ADvengers deliver nine stones that 
represent our unique superpowers:

We call ourselves the



CREATIVE 
POWERHOUSE 
WHEN BADVERTISING 
JUST ISN’T AN OPTION

On March 22, the American Advertising 
Federation held its annual creative awards 
called the Addy’s. Jones Agency earned: 

1 JUDGES AWARD
Palm Springs Air Museum
Props & Hops Beer Fest Illustration

5 GOLD AWARDS
Palm Springs Air Museum
Props & Hops Beer Fest Illustration
PSAM 2019 Gala Invitation

Mt. San Jacinto College
MSJC 2017-2018 Annual Report

Palm Springs Modern Homes
64@theRIV Campaign

Jones Agency / Greater Palm 
Springs Convention and Visitors 
Craft GPS Social Media Campaign

7 SILVER AWARDS
Palm Springs Aerial Tramway
PSAT - Your Great ESCAPE Campaign

Palm Springs Air Museum
Top Gun Honoree Video
PSAM 75th D-Day Logo
Mash Bash Illustration
PSAM “Sands of Time” Campaign

Jones Agency
JA Steve Chase Program Ad

LG’s Prime Steakhouse / 
Glo Media & Marketing
LG’s TV Spot

4 BRONZE AWARDS 
Palm Springs Aerial Tramway
PSAT - Holiday ESCAPE Campaign

Palm Springs Air Museum
PSAM Cobra Strikes T-Shirt
PSAM Mash Bash Campaign

Mt. San Jacinto College
MSJC “Get Ready For Your Future”

NOW THAT’S SOME METAL!

Our clients are happy, their businesses are 
growing and the creative work 

speaks for itself!
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SEE HOW YOU MEASURE UP?

PHILLIP LARGE

kyle radke

Ben kandora

maryanne coury

vaughn stevens

justin post
shelley salinas

bonnie baker

Kyle Radke 

   AKA Black Beauty  

          Strategy Stalker

At Jones Agency – we push strategic planning and 
research to the head of the challenge. Identifying 
the who, what, where, when makes the execution 
targeted with better results! Our ADvengers are 
precise specialists – each with a skill-set, formidable 
and unmatched.

We’re ready to knock the holes out of bad ideas, 
ideas that sound good, yet deliver no results!

Saving the industry from 
BADvertising every step 
of the way.


